FAQ About ALTA’s Best Practices
QQ: What are the best practices?
AA: ALTA’s Title Insurance and Settlement Company Best Practices are a benchmark for the

real estate settlement and mortgage lending industries. They illuminate the high level of
professionalism that ALTA members follow to protect consumers and businesses in the real
estate and mortgage settlement.

QQ: Why did ALTA develop these best practices?
AA: Recently, regulators, consumers and investors have increased their pressure on lenders to

know more about the service providers they do business with. To help meet this need, ALTA
developed the best practices to help members highlight policies and procedures the industry
exercises to protect lenders and consumers, while ensuring a positive and compliant real
estate settlement experience.

QQ: Are these best practices mandatory?
AA: No. These best practices are a voluntary tool to help the title industry highlight the safeguards in place to ensure that closing
activities meet all applicable laws and regulations.

QQ: How were the best practices developed?
AA: ALTA’s Board of Governors, which includes representatives of both the agent and underwriter community, developed the

best practices. Both ALTA’s Agent’s and Underwriter’s Executive Section Committee will play a role in developing tools to
make it easier for the industry to adopt the best practices.

QQ: How does a title or settlement company use/adopt these best practices?
AA: There are a number of ways a title company could utilize these best practices. A title company that wishes to adopt the best
practices could start by reviewing its own written policies and procedures. Many title and settlement companies already
follow the best practices, but do not have written procedures in place to document it.

QQ: Will ALTA provide help or tools to agents to make it easier to adopt these practices?
AA: Yes. ALTA has developed Best Practices Policy and Procedure Creation Guidance, which provides members step-by-

step directions on how to draft formal policies and procedures for the Best Practices. In addition, a policy and procedure
template is provided.

QQ: Has the lending community reviewed these best practices?
AA: Yes. ALTA has shared these best practices with both large and small lenders. We are incorporating their feedback into the
best practices to ensure that they are sufficient to meet lender’s needs.

QQ: Will the best practices be updated?
AA: Yes. ALTA is establishing a standing committee (similar to the Forms Committee) to review and update the best practices
on an ongoing basis.

For more information about the best practices, go to www.alta.org/bestpractices.
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QQ: Do we as title companies have a say in what should be in the best practices?
AA: Yes. Like with ALTA’s policy forms, revisions to the best practices will be open for

public comment after being adopted by the Board of Governors. In addition, after the
committee is established, it will accept suggestions for changes to the best practices from
the public.

QQ: Can non-ALTA members adopt the best practices?
AA: Yes. The best practices will be publically available. ALTA is setting a standard for the
entire industry.

QQ: Can non-ALTA members use the tools that ALTA is developing?
AA: ALTA is developing these tools as a member benefit. However, ALTA may offer these tools to non members albeit at an
increased cost.

QQ: What if someone violates one of the best practices, what will happen between the agent, underwriter and lender as far
as liability is concerned?

AA: The best practices are voluntary. It is up to agents, underwriters and lenders to determine how to use the best practices in
the marketplace.

QQ: Will underwriters cancel an agent if they do not adhere to the best practices?
AA: The best practices are a voluntary tool. It’s up to each underwriter and agent to determine how the best practices will
interact with an agency’s underwriting agreement.

QQ: Does the adoption of these best practices mean lenders are dropping their requirement that agents be vetted?
AA: No. ALTA developed the best practices to provide a comprehensive uniform solution for the marketplace. Each lender will

determine whether the best practices are sufficient to meet their needs. We know some lenders may want to go further by
having companies certified for compliance to the best practices. To meet that market need, ALTA is considering developing
a set of model audit standards and certifications. These models would be available for anybody to use to conduct audits or
certifications if necessary, including underwriters, accounting firms and law firms.

QQ: Has ALTA received any feedback from the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau regarding the best practices?
AA: We have shared the concept and the CFPB encourages the industry to continue developing tools that meet the Bureau’s
expectations of protecting consumers during a financial transaction.

QQ: How should agents and attorneys respond to lender requests to sign up and pay third-party vetting companies?
AA: ALTA encourages members to reach out to lender clients and learn what they need to meet regulatory requirements. Tell
your lenders about your processes and procedures you follow to protect their money and to ensure a compliant

For more information about the best practices, go to www.alta.org/bestpractices.
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QQ: How much on average will the assessment and certification cost?
AA: The cost of an assessment and certification is currently unknown. We believe that a variety

of assessment providers will enter the marketplace to help provide cost-effective assessments
to title companies of all sizes.

QQ: Who will have access to the workbook and policy building tool?
AA: ALTA is providing these tools to its members as a member benefit. We are exploring options
to offer these tools to non members for a fee.

QQ: If an agency has multiple offices, does each office need to complete an assessment?
AA: It is up to each lender to make that determination. ALTA encourages members to ask lender
clients for guidance on what will meet their regulatory requirements.

QQ: Does ALTA expect these assessments to take place in person, over the phone or by email?
AA: It will be up to each lender and assessment provider to make that determination.

QQ: Are there specific companies currently performing assessments?
AA: A number of companies have expressed an interest entering this market; however no companies currently offer these
assessments.

QQ: What happens if a company does not pass all sections? How soon would they be able to correct and have the section
re-evaluated?

AA: It will be up to each lender and assessment provider to make that determination.

QQ: What if a state requires an annual escrow audit, would the company that provides that audit be acceptable for
assessment and certification?

AA: It will be up to each lender and assessment provider to make that determination.

QQ: How long on average will an assessment take?
AA: The Best Practices is a new product in the market place. The amount of time required for completing an assessment is
currently unknown and may vary greatly based on the size of the company.

For more information about the best practices, go to www.alta.org/bestpractices.

